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2 S. L. CAMPBELL, I. C. F. IPSEN, C. T. KELLEY and C. D. MEYEROur model provides simple, general bounds that are easy to interpret and thatexplain the behaviour of GMRES as follows:Suppose the nonsingular operator (or matrix) A has P eigenvalueclusters whose relative radii are bounded by �. Let d be the sum ofthe indices1 of the outlying eigenvalues that do not belong to anycluster; and let � be a bound on the maximal relative distance be-tween any two clusters. Then our model predicts that after an initialstart-up of d iterations, GMRES requires a batch of P iterations foreach further residual reduction by a factor of �P�1�.Formally, if krjk is the residual norm at iteration j thenkrd+kPk � C(�P�1�)k kr0k:The constant C is independent of k. It reects the relative distanceof the outliers from the clusters and the non-normality of A.This bound is tight in the sense that there exist matrices for whichit predicts the correct number of iterations.In the context of our model, we interpret C as an asymptotic error constant [3,p 224] and �P�1� as an asymptotic convergence factor [8, p 91]. Consequently,the convergence factor in case of a single cluster, P = 1, is solely determinedby the cluster radius. The case of several clusters can be analysed in two ways:Either view the eigenvalues of A as P small clusters of radius �, or view them asone large cluster of radius �. In the �rst case, P iterations reduce the residualby a factor of at least �P�1� � �P . In the second case, P iterations reducethe residual by a factor of at least �P . Unless the cluster radii are signi�cantlysmaller than the maximal distance between clusters, both interpretations pro-vide similar bounds on the convergence factor after P iterations. Our model ofGMRES treats several close clusters as a single big cluster, so the convergencefactor is the radius of this big cluster.Residual reduction in our model starts only once the outlying eigenvalues havebeen processed. Thus residual reduction is delayed if the sum d of the indices ofthe outliers is large. The model also implies that GMRES treats the eigenvaluesaround zero as outliers and processes them one at a time. Moreover, when theoutliers are close to zero the asymptotic error constant is much larger than whenthe outliers are far away from zero. When A has many eigenvalues close to zero,it may therefore take many iterations before a signi�cant residual reduction setsin.Our bounds are derived by constructing residual polynomials related to theminimal polynomial of A. Not only are they simpler than existing bounds basedon resolvent integral methods [16, 17] and Ritz values [21], but they also lead toa new and short proof of the r-superlinear convergence result in [17].1The index of an eigenvalue is the size of the largest Jordan block associated with theeigenvalue.



GMRES AND THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL 32 The ProblemLet A be a nonsingular operator on a separable Hilbert space or a nonsingularmatrix, and let Ax = bdenote a system of linear equations with solution x� = A�1b. In order to com-pute x�, GMRES starts from an initial iterate x0 and produces iterates xk andresiduals rk � b�Axk, k � 1. In exact arithmetic, an iterate xk solves the linearleast squares problemkrkk = minx2x0+Kk kb� Axk; k � 1;where the norm is the two-norm andKk � spanfAlr0gk�1l=0is the Krylov space generated by the initial residual. That is, the kth iterateminimises its residual over the kth Krylov space.As a consequence of this minimisation property [16, 20],krkk = minp2Pk kp(A)r0k;where Pk � fp : p is a polynomial of degree k and p(0) = 1g:Hence for any polynomial �p 2 Pk,krkk � minp2Pk kp(A)k kr0k � k�p(A)k kr0k:(2.1)Let A = S�S�1, where � is a Jordan canonical form of A, and� � kSk kS�1k; �k � minp2Pk kp(�)k:Then krkk � � �k kr0k:Upper bounds have been derived for �k when A is diagonalisable, e.g. [6, 14, 19,20, 22], and when A is defective, e.g. [9, 10].In contrast, we construct polynomials �p 2 Pk that are related to the minimalpolynomial of A to bound k�p(A)k in (2.1) directly. Since our bounds hold forany matrix, they may not be as accurate as bounds expressly derived for speci�cclasses of matrices. As a trade-o�, though, our bounds are much simpler and easyto interpret, so they provide a qualitative model for the behaviour of GMRES.



4 S. L. CAMPBELL, I. C. F. IPSEN, C. T. KELLEY and C. D. MEYER3 Exact SolutionWe start by deriving the number of iterations required by GMRES to solve thesystem Ax = b exactly for any b. Saad and Schultz [20] showed that, in exactarithmetic, GMRES requires at most dmin iterations to solve Ax = b, wheredmin is the degree of the minimal polynomial of A. This means, the number ofGMRES iterations to solve Ax = b is small if the spectrum of A consists of asmall number of non-defective eigenvalues of high multiplicity.Following [11], we express the spectral decomposition of a matrix so thatthe �nite dimensional analysis can be immediately extended to Hilbert spaces.Denote the distinct eigenvalues of A by �j , 1 � j � J , and the correspondingspectral projectors byXj � 12�i Z�j (zI � A)�1 dz; 1 � j � J;(3.1)where i2 = �1, and �j is any circle about �j that contains no other eigenvalueof A. Here we choose circles as curves of integration for the spectral projectorsbecause we want to keep our bounds simple. In other situations, e.g. whenconstructing polynomial preconditioners, curves such as ellipses [1, 15] may bemore e�ective.The spectral projectors satisfy:XjA = AXj(3.2) XjXj = Xj ; XjXk = 0 for j 6= kRange(Xj) = Ker(�jI �A)kj ;where kj is the index of �j ; i.e. kj is the smallest positive number k such thatKer(�jI � A)k = Ker(�jI � A)k+1:Denote the minimal polynomial of A bypmin(z) � JYj=1(z � �j)kjand its degree by dmin � JXj=1 kj � N:Since A is nonsingular, pmin(0) 6= 0. Hence some multiple of pmin belongs toPdmin . This, together with the fact that pmin(A) = 0 gives a tight bound on thenumber of GMRES iterations independent of the right-hand side:Proposition 3.1 (Proposition 2 in [20]). For any b and x0 GMRESterminates in at most dmin iterations with xdmin = x�.



GMRES AND THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL 5Proof. If �p 2 Pdmin is de�ned by�p(z) � JYj=1(1� z=�j)kjthen �p(A) = 0, and (2.1) implieskrdmink � k�p(A)k kr0k = 0:In the �nite-dimensional case when A is a single Jordan block of order N ,the index of its sole eigenvalue is N . In the absence of any knowledge about b,GMRES needs N iterations to solve Ax = b.The following model of the convergence behaviour of GMRES distinguishestwo cases. In the �rst case the eigenvalues of A consist of a single cluster plusoutliers, and in the second case they consist of several clusters plus outliers.4 A Single Eigenvalue ClusterIn �nite precision arithmetic, eigenvalues of multiplicity greater than one arelikely to be perturbed into clusters of close but distinct eigenvalues. This doesnot seem to disturb GMRES, though. It still converges fast if most of theeigenvalues make up a small number of clusters. We extend the results by Saadand Schultz [20] to explain the fast convergence in the presence of clustered butpossibly distinct eigenvalues.One way to express the e�ect of clustering on the convergence of GMRES is togive an asymptotic bound on the size of the residual. While asymptotic resultsare common for in�nite dimensional problems [12, 13, 17], �nite dimensionalanalysis has focused on �nite termination [20], pseudospectral bounds [16], andRitz values [21]. Asymptotic �nite dimensional results, such as the following one,are meaningful in the context of discretised in�nite dimensional problems wherethe constants in the asymptotic bounds are independent of the mesh size N .With an eye toward the in�nite dimensional analysis, we �rst state the boundfor a single cluster of J �M eigenvalues, where M � J , with center z = 1and radius �. We refer to outliers as those M eigenvalues not associated with acluster. Their distance to the cluster is �. Letd � MXj=1 kjbe the degree of the minimal polynomial associated with the outlying eigenvaluesf�jgMj=1, and Z1 their spectral projectorZ1 � MXj=1Xj :



6 S. L. CAMPBELL, I. C. F. IPSEN, C. T. KELLEY and C. D. MEYERThen Z2 � I � Z1 is the spectral projector associated with the clustered eigen-values f�jgJj=M+1. We separate the outliers from the cluster by decomposingA = A1 +A2; where A1 � Z1A; A2 � Z2A:When M = 0 then d = 0 and A = A2.Proposition 4.1. Given � > 0, determine 0 �M � J so thatf�jgJj=M+1 � fz : jz � 1j < �gare the clustered eigenvalues andf�jgMj=1 � fz : jz � 1j > �gare the outliers. De�ne the distance of the outliers from the cluster as� � maxjz�1j=� max1�j�M j�j � zjj�j j :Then for any b and x0 krd+kk � C �kkr0k;(4.1)where the constant C � ��d maxjz�1j=� k(zI � A2)�1kis independent of k.Proof. De�ne q 2 Pd and �p 2 Pd+k byq(z) � MYj=1(1� ��1j z)kj ; �p(z) � (1� z)kq(z);where q(z) = 1 if M = 0. According to (3.2), A1A2 = A2A1 = 0. Hence,Aj = (A1 + A2)j = Aj1 + Aj2 = Z1Aj1 + Z2Aj2; j � 1;and p(A) = Z1p(A1) + Z2p(A2) for any polynomial p. Now q(A1) = 0 impliesZ1�p(A1) = 0, so �p(A) = Z1�p(A1) + Z2�p(A2) = Z2�p(A2):Express Z2 as a resolvent integral as in (3.1),Z2 = 12�i Zjz�1j=� (zI � A2)�1 dz:Hence Z2�p(A2) = 12�i Zjz�1j=� q(z) (1 � z)k (zI � A2)�1 dz:



GMRES AND THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL 7Taking norms and using the de�nition of � completes the proof,kZ2�p(A2)k � ��d�k maxjz�1j=� k(zI �A2)�1k:Note that we could have used A in place of A2.Proposition 4.1 says that our model of GMRES needs at least d iterationsbefore the onset of residual reduction since GMRES has to process M outliersand go through kj iterations for the jth outlier. Therefore residual reduction inour model is delayed if there are many outliers or outliers with high index. SinceGMRES minimises the residual norm over the current Krylov space, our model'sdelay in residual reduction di�ers from the actual behaviour of GMRES. There-fore our model provides only a qualitative, rather than a quantitative descriptionfor the behaviour of GMRES.The number of additional iterations for processing the cluster depends mainlyon the cluster radius. Speci�cally, after d iterations, the residual norms in ourmodel converge to zero as krd+kk=kr0k � �k:Convergence in our model thus requires that � < 1. This implies that zeroeigenvalues are regarded as outliers.In the context of our model, we interpret the cluster radius � as an asymptoticconvergence factor [8, p 91], and the constant C as an asymptotic error constant[3, p 224]. If we writeC = (��M ) (�d�M maxjz�1j=� k(zI � A2)�1k);then ��M reects the cluster size and the distance of the outliers from the cluster,while the remaining terms are indicators for the non-normality ofA (d = M whenA is normal).Corollary 4.2. When A is normal, C can be chosen so that C � �M ; andwhen A is diagonalisable, C can be chosen so that C � ��M .When A is normal then � is bounded above by the condition number of A. Inthis case C can be large when A is ill-conditioned.Saad and Schultz [20, Theorem 5] derive the following result for diagonalisablematrices with eigenvalues with non-positive real parts.Proposition 4.3 (Theorems 4 and 5 in [20]). If A is diagonalisable thenkrk+dk � � �k+d kr0k;and �d+k = minp2Pd+k max1�j�J jp(�j)j.If f�jgMj=1 are the eigenvalues of A with non-positive real parts, and all othereigenvalues f�jgJj=M+1 are situated in a circle with center z = 1 and radius� < 1, then for any b and x0�k+d � �k+d�M maxM+1�j�J MYl=1 j�l � �j jj�lj :



8 S. L. CAMPBELL, I. C. F. IPSEN, C. T. KELLEY and C. D. MEYERSince maxM+1�j�J MYl=1 j�l � �j jj�lj � �M ;and d = M for diagonalisable matrices, Proposition 4.3 implieskrk+dk � C�kkr0k;where C = ��M . But this is exactly Corollary 4.2. Hence Saad and Schultz'sresult can be considered a special case of our Proposition 4.1.In summary, our model of GMRES says that in the single cluster case theasymptotic convergence factor of GMRES is proportional to the radius of thecluster; while the asymptotic error constant reects the non-normality of A andthe distance of the outliers from the cluster.4.1 ExamplesWe consider the two extreme cases of a maximally defective matrix and anormal matrix, both with a single eigenvalue equal to one. Then M = 0, J = 1,A2 = A, �M+1 = �1 = 1.In the case of a maximally defective matrix, Proposition 4.1 predicts thatresidual reduction occurs only after the maximal number of iterations. SupposeA is a single Jordan block of order N with eigenvalue one. Then d = N . Forany � > 0, Proposition 4.1 implieskrN+kk � C�kkr0k;with C = ��N maxjz�1j=� k(zI � A)�1k, so residual reduction occurs only afterN iterations. This is in agreement with Proposition 3.1, which implies that inthis case GMRES needs N iterations to solve Ax = b for any b.Moreover, C � �N=�N�1 for any � > 0, as the magnitude of the (1; N ) elementin (zI �A)�1 is 1=jz�1jN [7, x6.2.13]. This illustrates that C can be arbitrarilylarge for highly non-normal matrices.In the other extreme case suppose that A = I is the identity matrix. Thend = 0. For any � > 0, Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 implykrkk � C�kkr0k;with C � ��=� = �. Thus kr1k � ��kr0k for any � > 0, which implies thatGMRES converges in one iteration. Again, this agrees with the predicted numberof iterations from Proposition 3.1.To get the same result, i.e. convergence in one iteration, for A = I when is not necessarily equal to one, we have to de�ne relative clustersf�jgMj=1 � fz : jz � j < �jjg:This is the motivation for the de�nition of clusters in the next section. Notethat the notion of relative cluster rules out a cluster of eigenvalues around zero.Therefore, our model of GMRES treats eigenvalues around zero as outliers andprocesses them one at a time. Consequently, residual reduction in our model isdelayed if many eigenvalues are clustered around zero.



GMRES AND THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL 95 Several Clusters of EigenvaluesWe extend Proposition 4.1 to the case where the eigenvalues of A belong tomore than one cluster. In contrast to Theorems 3.4.9 and 5.11.1 in [17], ourresults, although less general, have simple statements and short and elementaryproofs.In addition to the bound � on the relative cluster radii and the relative distance� of the outliers from the clusters, the bound now also contains a factor �describing the interaction among clusters: it is the maximal relative distancebetween any two clusters. Suppose A has M1 outlying eigenvalues and P non-intersecting clusters of eigenvalues. Letd � M1Xj=1 kjbe the degree of the minimal polynomial associated with the outliers f�jgM1j=1,and Z1 their spectral projector Z1 � M1Xj=1Xj :The clusters are centered at distinct non-zero points p, where the cluster aroundp contains eigenvalues f�jgMpj=Mp�1+1, 2 � p � P + 1. The associated spectralprojectors are Zp � MpXq=Mp�1+1Xq; 2 � p � P + 1:We separate the clusters and the outliers by decomposingA = A1 + P+1Xp=2 Ap; where A1 = Z1A; Ap = ZpA:Proposition 5.1. Given � > 0 and distinct non-zero complex numbersfpgP+1p=2 , determine 0 �M1 �M2 � . . . �MP+1 � Jso that the non-intersecting setsf�jgMpj=Mp�1+1 � fz : jz � pj < �jpjg; 2 � p � P + 1;are the clusters andf�jgM1j=1 � fz : jz � pj > �jpj for 2 � p � P + 1gare the outliers. De�ne the distance of the outliers from the clusters as� � max2�p�P+1 maxjz�pj=�jpj max1�j�M j�j � zjj�j j ;



10 S. L. CAMPBELL, I. C. F. IPSEN, C. T. KELLEY and C. D. MEYERand the maximal distance between clusters as� � max2�p�P+1 maxjz�pj=�jpj maxq 6=p jq � zjjq j :Then for any b and x0 krd+kP k � C (�P�1�)k kr0k;(5.1)where the constantC � P��d max2�p�P+1 maxjz�pj=�jpj k(zI � Ap)�1k(5.2)is independent of k.Proof. Following the proof of Proposition 4.1, de�ne q 2 Pd and �p 2 Pd+kPby q(z) � M1Yj=1(1 � ��1j z)kj ; �p(z) � q(z) P+1Yp=2 (1� �1p z)k;where q(z) = 1 if M1 = 0. As before, q(A1) = 0 implies Z1�p(A1) = 0, so�p(A) = P+1Xp=1 Zp�p(Ap) = P+1Xp=2 Zp�p(Ap):Expressing the projectors Zp as resolvent integrals yields�p(A) = P+1Xp=2 12�i Zjz�pj=�jp j(1� �1p z)k M1Yj=1(1� ��1j z)kjYq 6=p(1� �1q z)k(zI �Ap)�1dz:Taking norms and using the de�nitions of � and � completes the proof,k�p(A)k � P��k�d�(P�1)k max2�p�P+1 maxjz�p j=�jpj k(zI �Ap)�1k:In the special case of a single cluster, P = 1, Proposition 5.1 reduces toProposition 4.1. To understand the expression for the convergence factor in caseof several clusters, we pursue two approaches for analysing the convergence in ourmodel of GMRES. Either use Proposition 5.1 and view the eigenvalues as P smallclusters of radius �, or else use Proposition 4.1 and view the eigenvalues as onelarge cluster of radius �. In the �rst approach, P iterations reduce the residualby a factor of �P�1� � �P . In the second approach, one iteration reduces theresidual by a factor of �, hence P iterations reduce the residual by a factor of�P . If the radii of the individual clusters are much smaller than the distancesamong the clusters then �P�1� < �P . Hence over the course of P iterations the



GMRES AND THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL 11�rst approach results in a somewhat smaller bound on the convergence factor.However, unless �P�1� << �P , the di�erence in convergence factors is smalland our model of GMRES treats a conglomerate of several clusters as one giantcluster. Thus, after every batch of P iterations, progress of GMRES on severalsmall clusters is similar to progress of GMRES on one giant cluster.6 In�nite Dimensional AnalysisWe extend the analysis of the previous section to the following Hilbert spacesetting. Denote by H a separable Hilbert space, by K a compact operator onH so that A � I �K is nonsingular, and by k � k the norm on H. Let the innerproduct on H de�ne orthogonality.According to the spectral theorem for compact operators [4], A has a countablesequence of eigenvalues with one as the only accumulation point. This meansthe set of eigenvalues �j for which j�j � 1j > � is �nite. Since the algebraicmultiplicity of an eigenvalue �j 6= 1 is �nite, the spectral projectors for �j 6= 1satisfy (3.1) and (3.2). Therefore, Proposition 4.1 and its proof hold in in�nitedimensions.Proposition 6.1. Let the eigenvalues of A be numbered so thatj�j � 1j � j�j+1 � 1j; j � 1:Given � > 0, determine 0 �M <1 so thatf�jgMj=1 � fz : jz � 1j > �g;are the outliers and f�jgj�M+1 � fz : jz � 1j < �gis the cluster. De�ne the distance of the outliers from the cluster as� � maxjz�1j=� max1�j�M j�j � zjj�j j :Then for any b and x0 krd+kk � C �k kr0k;(6.1)where the constant C � ��d maxjz�1j=� k(zI � A2)�1kis independent of k.The superlinear convergence theorem in [17] says that under the assumptionsof Proposition 6.1 limk!1 krkk1=k = 0:(6.2)The result in [17] is an r-superlinear result and is stated in a slightly di�erent,but completely equivalent [18], way. Our proof of (6.2) is straightforward andrequires only the observation that (6.1) implieslimsupk!1krkk1=k � �for any � > 0.
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